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i. Exception: the later interest-holder may win if the earlier interest-holder has waived rights or done 
some act to cause the belief that the earlier interest no longer existed. 

1. Abigail v Lapin: an act/omission (e.g. failing to lodge caveat, giving another the indicia 
of title) that contributed to the later holder acquiring its interest without notice of the 
earlier interest constituted postponing conduct  

a. E.g. X’s act/omissions induced Y to believe a third party was absolute legal 
owner. 

2. Breskvar v Wall: Earlier interest-holder armed fraudster with the tools of fraud (CT, 
executed transfer form) and thereby contributed to false assumption of the later interest-
holder, who was the BFPVWN of Torrens land. 

3. Heid v Reliance: earlier equitable interest-holder was postponed because he gave B the 
CT and executed transfer form. It was deemed reasonably foreseeable that B would 
present himself as full owner and that the later equitable interest-holder would thereupon 
rely. 

b. Representation: handing CT and memorandum, arming another party with the 
means of dealing as an absolute legal and equitable owner. 

c. Reasonably relied upon: later equitable interest-holder only entered the 
agreement thinking the other party was the full owner. 

d. Detriment: per nemo dat, detriment would be loss of interest as no interest 
would pass. 

 
d. Beneficiaries under trusts: 

i. No postponing if breach of trust: An earlier equitable interest of a beneficiary will generally not 
be postponed by a later equitable interest where the trustee created the later interest through 
breach of trust. 

1. Cory, Shropshire: the beneficiary is entitled to assume the trustee will not abuse their 
position. 

2. Walker v Linom: the beneficiary’s assumption is justified only when the trustee has 
possession of the title deeds. If the trustee is guilty of postponing conduct i.e. grossly 
negligent, the trustee postponed therefore the beneficiary postponed. 

 
5. Earlier mere equity v later equitable: BFPVWN Latec v Hotel Terrigal; Double Bay Newspapers 
6. Earlier mere equity v later legal BFPVWN Smith v Jones 
 

1.4 Notice 

1. Actual notice: actual “own knowledge” of the facts that give rise to one’s interest. 
2. Constructive notice: “would have come to the purchaser’s knowledge” had he/she made “reasonable” inquiries and 

inspections. For Torrens title land, the purchaser ought to: 
a. Search the Torrens register: the purchaser takes subject to any recorded interest incl. caveats. If a 

purchaser does not search the register and a caveat existed, then the purchaser is deemed to have 
constructive notice of the earlier equitable interest. 

b. Inspect the land: must inspect the land to ascertain who is in possession (i.e. tenant) or using it (i.e. 
easement). Hunt v Luck 

c. Not obliged to search company register. Finlay 
3. Imputed notice: where the purchaser’s “solicitor or other agent” has actual or constructive notice, it is imputed upon 

the purchaser. s 164(2) CA. 
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Topic 2: Torrens title 

2.1 Elements of Torrens – register and its contents 

1. Register: the Registrar-General (RG) maintains a register comprising of (i) folios, (ii) dealings, (iii) prescribed 
instruments, (iv) records which regulations require be part of the register. S 31B 

 
2. Folio:  

a. Manual/electronic: Can be manual (wholly written) or computer folio. S 3(1)(a) 
b. Folio contains: s 32(1) 

i. description or land and of the estate/interest created; 
ii. description of the proprietor of the estate/interest; 
iii. particulars of estates or interests affecting the land that the RG thinks fit to include; 
iv. distinctive reference to the record so made. 

c. Considered evidence of title: folio is conclusive evidence a person registered as a registered proprietor of an 
estate/interest in land is so. S 40 

 
3. Certificate of title (CT): is in effect a copy of the register for the land concerned. 

a. Approved form: Certificate of title is in an approved form. S 33(2) 
b. Distinct reference: cannot issue a CT unless there is a distinctive reference allocated to the folio. S 33(3) 
c. The Registrar-General has power to: 

i. Issue a CT for the land. S 33(1); The certificate of title may be requested in writing by the registered 
proprietor or registered mortgagee/chargee. S 33(5)  

ii. Refuse to register a dealing unless the CT is produced. S 38 
iii. Dispense with protection. S 38(2) 

d. The certificate of title identifies: 
i. Registered proprietor; 
ii. Land; 
iii. Any encumbrances and interests affecting the title. 

 
4. Dealings: any instrument, other than a Crown grant or caveat, that is registrable or capable of being made 

registrable…required or permitted to be made. S 3(1)(a) 
a. Distinctive reference: Each dealing allotted a distinctive reference. S 36(1A)  
b. Approved form: must be in approved form. S 104(1); departures allowed, so long as not in ‘matters of 

substance’. S 104(2) 
i. RG has power to refuse to accept for lodgement if dealing does not comply with requirements of the 

RPA. S 36(1C) 
c. Dealings recorded when RG ‘thinks fit’: Each dealing is registered when the RG makes such recording in the 

Register as the RG thinks fit. S 36(6A). 
i. Not entitled to refuse registration on the ground that a dealing incorporates provisions that are 

contained in instruments not within the register. Gibbs (1940) 
d. RG has the power to: 

i. Register dealings containing ‘any error therein or omission therefrom’. S 39(2) 
ii. Correct any ‘patent error in a dealing. S 39(3) 
iii. Refuse to accept transfer/other dealing unless accompanied by a prescribed form of notice. SS 

39(1B), 117 
1. E.g. transferee must give notice to local council within one month of transfer of the land. S 

604 Local Government Act 1993. 
e. Priority: determined based upon the date of registration of each dealing, not the date of execution. S 36(9) 
f. Effect as deed: upon registration, a dealing has the effect of a deed duly executed by the parties who signed 

it. S 36(11) 
 

2.2 Registered v registered 

1. Rule: Where a priority contests exists between an earlier registered interest and a later registered interest, priority is 
determined by the order of registration. 
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2.3 Unregistered v unregistered 

1. Unregistered exist in the Torrens system: though s 41(1) RPA states “no dealing, unless registered…shall be 
effectual to pass an estate/interest in land”, unregistered interest have been recognised: 

a. Elsewhere in the RPA: e.g. can lodge a caveat to protect an interest arising through “an unregistered 
dealing”; and  

b. By the courts: where it has been held that s 41(1) denies effect of an instrument until registration but does 
not touch rights that arise out of the transaction giving rise to that dealing, so “no violence” is done to s 41. 
Barry v Heider and Chan v Cresdon 

 
 

2. Characterise the competing interests: 
a. Unregistered equitable interest? 

i. Beneficial interest under a trust – manifested and proved in writing, signed by the settlor per s 
23C(1)(b) CA, unless a resulting, implied or constructive trust s 23C(2) CA 

ii. Right of purchaser under valid agreement for sale of land (specific performance) Lysaght v 
Edwards 

iii. Right of lessee under valid agreement for a lease (specific performance) Walsh v Lonsdale 
iv. Vendor’s lien: right of unpaid vendor to retain possession until balance paid, received purchase 

money – lien on estate as security Lysaght v Edwards 
v. Equitable mortgage:  

1. where money advanced under a specifically enforceable agreement to grant a mortgage 
(with writing) s 23C(1)(a) CA 

2. where equity recognises a mortgage after deposit of title deeds under doctrine of part 
performance s 23E(d) and s 23A(2) CA 

vi. Equity of redemption: mortgagor’s interest under an OS mortgage; second or subsequent mortgage 
of the equity of redemption, being of necessity an equitable interest. 

vii. Grantee’s interest under an option Jacobs v Platt Nominees  
viii. Purchase price resulting trust i.e. interest arising from contributions made to purchase price. 

 
b. Unregistered legal interest? 

i. S 23D CA lease: created by parol (without writing), provided: 
(1) The term of the lease is less than 3 years (incl. option); 
(2) The tenant is in possession; 
(3) The lease is for the best market rate available. 

ii. S 43A RPA: deemed legal estate. 
 

b. Identify the competing interests as: 
i. X: earlier unregistered equitable/legal interest; 
ii. Y: later unregistered equitable/legal interest. 

 
3. Identify the relevant priority rule:  

Earlier unregistered equitable v later unregistered equitable 
a. General principle in J&H Just (1971):  

i. For an earlier interest to lose priority, circumstances must justify the conclusion that an act or 
omission of the prior equity holder, “conduced or contributed to a belief” in the later equity holder, 
at the time the interest was acquired, that the prior equity was not in existence. 

 
b. Broad principle: Mason and Deane JJ in Heid v Reliance (1983) 

i. Characterise conduct of earlier interest to determine whether, “in all the circumstances, that conduct 
is such that, in fairness and in justice, the earlier interest should be postponed to the later interest”. 
Circumstances considered include: 

1. Conduct of the parties; 
2. Negligence: on the part of the earlier interest-holder – was the subsequent interest 

reasonably foreseeable; 
3. Estoppel: any direct or indirect representation that may raise an estoppel; 
4. Conduct of first or prior owner: that allowed the representation to be made? 
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c. Estoppel by representation: Gibbs CJ in Heid v Reliance; restated in Jacobs v Platt [VSC] 
i. Must satisfy well-established elements of estoppel by representation: 

1. Representation (by words or conduct if there was a duty to speak or act, by silence or 
inaction. 

2. Upon the faith of which the representee had acted; 
3. To his or her detriment. 

d. Answer: 
i. If X prevails, it is because Y was not BFPVWN + X first in time. 
ii. If Y prevails, it is because X is guilty of postponing conduct. 

Earlier unregistered legal v later unregistered equitable  
a. General principle: earlier interest will have priority over the subsequent interest unless there the earlier legal 

interest-holder is guilty of postponing conduct. 
Earlier unregistered equitable v later unregistered legal 

a. General principle: earlier interest will have priority unless later interest held by a BFPVWN. 
 
4. Where a caveat has been lodged: 

a. Who can lodge a caveat? 
i. Person claiming a legal or equitable estate or interest in the land by virtue of unregistered dealing 

or by devolution of law; s 74F(1) 
ii. An RP who has lost their Certificate of Title and seeks protection from improper dealings with his or 

her interest s 74F(2) 
 

b. Effective when lodged: Caveat lodged when the Registrar-General has allocated a distinctive reference. S 
36(1B); Ginger Developments v Crown Developments; Barlin 

i. Caveat goes on the register so that when searched, one will see the caveat has been lodged. S 
74G 

 
c. Effect of a caveat:  

i. No dealing that would affect the estate/interest of the caveator can be recorded on the register s 
74H, except: 

1. Where the caveator consents in writing to registration of the other dealing. (1)(a) 
2. Where the dealing does not affect the claimed interest of the caveator (1)(b) 
3. Where dealing (in registrable form) lodged prior to lodgement of caveat (4) 
4. Authorised transactions pursuant to registered mortgage, charge, covenant or lease (5) 

ii. Preserves/’freezes’ priority, but does not confer any greater priority to the caveator Butler 
 

d. Cannot be “without reasonable cause”: cannot lodge, procure lodgement to lapse or fail to withdraw a 
caveat without reasonable cause, or may be liable to pay compensation to any person sustaining pecuniary 
loss attributable. S 74P 

i. Test: At the time the caveat was lodged, did the caveator have an honest belief based on reasonable 
grounds that a caveatable interest existed? Bedford v Surgo; Nelson v Kimberley Homes 

ii. Loss recoverable: loss that can be recovered by a registered party is any loss that can be realistically 
shown to be attributable to lodgement of caveat. 

 
e. Does not need to strictly comply with formalities: a court shall disregard any failure to comply strictly with 

requirements. Deficiencies can be overlooked, so long as it is not a gross omission to do so. S 74L 
i. Formal requirements detailed at 74F(5) 

 
f. How can another party respond to a caveat? Lapsing notice or application for removal  

i. Holder of a blocked dealing can apply for a lapsing notice to partially lapse the caveat after 21 days’ 
notice: when a dealing lodged for registration is blocked by a caveat, the RP or any other person 
claiming an interest can apply to the RG to serve on the caveator a notice to the effect that the 
caveat will (partially) lapse within 21 days unless the caveator obtains a SC order under s 74K to 
extend the caveat. S 74I 

ii. Registered proprietor can apply for a lapsing notice to totally lapse the caveat after 21 days’ notice: 
The RP of an interest in land can apply to the RG to serve on the caveator a notice that the caveat 
will (totally) lapse within 21 days unless the caveator obtains a SC order under s 74K to extend the 
caveat. S 74J 

iii. Application to the NSWSC for caveat’s removal: a person who has or claims an interest in land may 
apply to the NSWSC for a caveat’s removal. S 74MA 

1. It has the added benefit of no wait, unlike lapsing notices. 
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g. Powers of the caveator after lodging a caveat: 

i. Extension: the caveator can apply to the SC for extension of the operation of the caveat. The SC 
must be satisfied the caveator’s claim has or may have substance before making an order extending 
the operation of the caveat. S 74K 

ii. Withdraw/removal: caveator can withdraw caveat. S 74M, S 74MA 
iii. Can apply for injunction: nothing in the Act prevents a caveator from applying for an injunction. S 

74R 
 

h. In the court’s determination whether to extend a caveat under s 74K or allow it to remain rather than 
be withdrawn under s 74MA, the court considers: 

i. Test: caveator must demonstrate an entitlement to an interlocutory injunction restraining the RP 
from dealing with the land pending substantive trial of the caveator’s claim (Martyn v Glennan). 
The court will turn to the following: 

1. Is there a serious question to be tried: onus lies on the caveator to establish it is 
“reasonable arguable” he/she has the interest claimed (that he/she has a prima facie case); 

2. Balance of convenience: onus lies on the caveator to show that, one the balance of 
convenience, it would be better to maintain status quo until substantive trial of the 
caveator’s claim by leaving the caveat in place. 

ii. Courts will conventionally require the caveator to give an undertaking as to damages, as a condition 
of allowing a caveat to remain. Martyn v Glennan 

1. Where a caveator has insufficient funds to meet an undertaking were it called upon, the 
court will not allow the caveat to remain. Thompson v White 

 
i. Effect when a caveat lapses or is withdraw: later caveats for the same interest or facts have no effect. S 

74O 
 
 
5. Where a caveat has not been lodged: 

a. Is it a caveatable interest? Must be a legal or equitable (proprietary) interest in land (in rem not in personam) 
s 74F 

i. Examples: (i) contract to transfer an interest in land, (ii) lease, (iii) mortgage by contract, (iv) 
mortgage by deposit of certificate of title, (iv) easement, (iv) express or constructive interest in land, 
(v) restrictive covenant, (vi) unpaid vendor’s lien, (vii) estoppel-based rights, (viii) right of rectification, 
(iv) right of rescission. 

ii. Cannot be a merely contractual/personal right (in personam). 
 

b. Does a failure to caveat constitute postponing conduct? 
i. Former position: Holder of earlier interest has a duty to caveat, to give notice to the world. Failure 

to do so means he loses the advantage he would have gained by promptitude. Butler 
ii. Current position/test: 

1. Failure to lodge a caveat does not necessarily involve a loss of priority which the time of 
the creation of the equitable interest would otherwise give. Abigail v Lapin [HC]; J&H Just 
[HC] 

2. All relevant circumstances must be considered to determine whether prior equitable 
interest retains or loses priority. Heid’s case [HC]; Jacobs v Platt [VSC] 
 

iii. Further considerations: strong obiter of Callinan J in Black v Garnock [HC]: 
1. Upon notice of an unregistered interest, even if the folio has been searched, it should be 

searched again. 
2. The fact that a purchaser could have protected themselves by lodging a caveat 

immediately following the exchange of contracts (settlement) is an important factor in 
determining the priority of interests. 

a. N.B.: facts were unique (involved registration of a writ of execution), but is 
indicative of a possibly stricter approach by the High Court in the future. 

 
c. Current position derives from: HC stating a caveat’s purpose is to act as an injunction to prevent 

registration of dealings until notice is given to the caveator, and not to give notice to the world though it may 
operate to give such notice. (Barwick CJ, McTiernan and Menzies JJ agreeing in J&H Holdings). 
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d. Did the later equitable interest holder fail to make title search? 
i. Only required to search the Torrens register: no need to search other registers. s 43A(2) 
ii. In cases where there has been a failure to caveat: generally, unless the later equity has searched, 

it would not have been misled by a failure to caveat and the earlier equity would retain priority. 
(Lapin v Abigail [HC]) 

iii. Case law: the settled practice during the time of most of the case law was that purchasers should 
search the register before entering a contract for sale.  

iv. Current position: it is uncertain, as the current practice appears to be that pre-contract searching 
is less common due to modern legislation requirements for disclosure. 

1. Clark v Raymor Pty Ltd [QSC – FC]: sufficient for purchaser to search register after entry 
into contract, but before completion. 

 
e. Consider the following examples/fact scenarios: 

i. Where the RP retains the Certificate of Title and is therefore free to create other interests: 
1. Butler (1917): was postponing conduct; Y’s fee simple took free of X’s charge.  

a. Facts: A granted X an unregistered charge, failed to caveat immediately. A 
contracted with Y, three days later, to transfer fee simple interest. Y had searched 
the register. Y lodged a caveat. X’s registration was blocked.   

b. Application: Failure to caveat = act or omission that had/might have induced 
another later in time to act to his prejudice.  
 

ii. Where a prior interest-holder retains the Certificate of Title: 
1. Person-to-Person v Sharari (1984) [NSWSC]: was postponing conduct; later equitable 

interest had priority: 
a. Facts: RP granted registered mortgage to A and gave CT. RP then granted 

unregistered mortgage to Sharari (CT unavailable, so not registered). RP then 
granted third mortgage to P2P and did not mention Sharari’s unregistered 
mortgage. P2P searched the register. P2P lodged caveat (CT unavailable). 

b. Application: Failure to caveat = postponing conduct, because caveat was the only 
way to protect their interest, and they had failed to do so. 
 

iii. Where RP retains the Certificate of Title but relationship of trust (seems to be restricted to 
familial facts): 

1. Jacobs v Platt Nominees (1989): was not postponing conduct; earlier equitable option 
had priority over later equitable agreement to sell. 

a. Facts: J granted option to purchase from Mr and Mrs P (dad and mum). Interest 
not registrable, but caveatable. PN later entered agreement to sell with Perpetual. 

b. Application: 
i. Basis of postponement by estoppel: there was no sufficient evidence of 

detriment. 
ii. Basis of the “broad principle”: in J’s position, it was “inconceivable” that 

her mother and father would breach the option. It was not “reasonable 

foreseeable” that failure to lodge caveat exposed herself to later 
interests. 

 
iv. Where RP parts with the Certificate of Title and allows the creation of other interests: 

1. Abigail v Lapin [1934]: failure to lodge caveat + presenting H as RP, was postponing 
conduct as it presented H as an absolute unencumbered owner. 

a. Facts: L (RP) grants disguised mortgage, where H is registered as RP. L fails to 
lodge caveat. H grants unregistered mortgage to A.  

b. Application:  
i. L’s failure to lodge a caveat and arming H with the tools to create new 

interests allowed H to make an indirect representation that she was the 
absolute unencumbered owner.  

ii. Both acts/omissions constituted postponing conduct, inducing A to 
believe H was the absolute owner. 
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2. Heid v Reliance (1983): failure to lodge caveat not fatal to the case; but postponing 
conduct found in providing documents allowing creation of other interests. 

a. Facts: RP gave C the CT and executed transfer form as security for an ‘in effect’ 
mortgage; C represented himself as full owner and executed an unregistered 
mortgage to R. 

b. Application: 
i. Gibbs J: estoppel as RP armed C to make representation (that it was full 

owner) which was reasonably relied upon to R’s detriment. 
ii. Mason and Deane JJ: positive act of handing CT and executed transfer 

form = “reasonably foreseeable” for C to present itself as full owner and 
for R to rely upon it. 

 
v. Where prior equitable interest-holder takes action (other than caveat) to preclude further 

interests: 
1. J&H Just & Bank of NSW (1971): was not postponing conduct; prior equitable interest-

holder (Bank) retained priority. 
a. Facts: RP granted unregistered mortgage to Bank – registrable form and CT. 3 

years later, RP granted second mortgage to J&H. J&H searched the register. J&H 
was told the CT was with bank for “safekeeping”, no inquiries made to check if 
this was true. J&H lodge caveat. Bank of NSW finally lodge for registration but 
blocked by J&H’s caveat. 

b. Application:  
i. In practice, RG will not register transfer/mortgage without CT. Bank 

could “reasonably rely” on the practice, such that possession of CT be 
“reasonably sufficient protection from the registration of other interests”. 

ii. Not expected to assume criminal conduct of RP, in attaining a 
provisional CT fraudulently to register later interests. 

 
 
6. Is there a s 43A deemed legal estate? 

a. s 43A RPA: 
i. (1): for the purposes of protection against notice, an estate/interest in land taken by a person under 

a dealing registrable, before registration be deemed to be a legal estate. 
ii. (2): person relying upon s 43A(1) only needs to search the Torrens register. 

 
b. Effect of s 43A: “confers upon a purchaser who has received a registrable instrument and paid the purchase 

money, the same protection against notice as that achieved by a purchaser who acquires the legal estate at 
common law”  

Barwick CJ, Mason and Jacobs JJ in Meriton Apartments approving decision of Taylor J in IAC 
v Courtney. 

 
c. Requirement (1): bona fide purchaser for value without notice  

i. Bona fide: must not be guilty of fraud. Diemasters v Meadowcorp (2001) 
ii. Purchaser: must have evidence the transaction was for value, cannot be a volunteer. Westpac v 

Ollis [2008] 
 

d. Requirement (2): must not have notice: 
i. Includes actual, constructive and imputed notice: therefore, purchaser cannot invoke s 43A if 

proper pre-completion searches of the Torrens register would have uncovered prior equitable 
interest. Drulroad v Gibson (1992) 

1. No need to search registers kept under other Acts e.g. ASIC. Finlay 
ii. Inspect land: Purchaser ought to inspect land to ascertain who is in possession i.e. tenant or using 

it i.e. easement. Hunt v Luck 
 

iii. Time of notice: (void instruments) Jonray 
1. Notice acquired before settlement: may amount to fraud by participation if voidness arises 

from forgery (or other criminal act). 
2. Notice acquired after settlement: does not amount to fraud, does not make instrument 

more or less registrable. 
3. Notice acquired after registration: irrelevant because of immediate indefeasibility under s 

42. 
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iv. Time of notice: (voidable instrument/outstanding equitable interest) Jonray 

1. Notice acquired before settlement: defer priority as transferee not a BFPVWN. 
2. Notice acquired after settlement: does not deprive transferee of BFPVWN status. 
3. Notice acquired after registration: irrelevant because of immediate indefeasibility under s 

42. 
 

e. Requirement (3): “dealing registrable” 
i. Must have possession of the CT or able to compel its production: so that the dealing can be 

lodged for registration. J&H Just; Finlay v Bank of WA 
ii. Prompt lodgement: to obtain or keep s 43A protection, dealing must be lodged promptly or at least 

within a reasonable time after settlement. Finlay v Bank of WA 
iii. Void dealings not ‘dealing registrable’. Jonray; Maye 
iv. Dealing must be immediately registrable.  

 
f. (3)(iii): void dealings not ‘dealing registrable’ 

i. Notice of voidness after completion but before registration does not make the instrument any less 
registrable, however: 

1. Jonray [NSWCA]: RP whose title is threatened by a yet-to-be-registered void dealing can 
“probably prevent registration of the void dealing whether or not the transferee of the 
interest had notice”. 

2. Mayer v Coe: RP whose rights are threatened by a forged dealing, could seek an injunction 
to prevent its registration (even where the purchaser is unaware of the fraud). 

3. It follows that such a purchaser obtains no s 43A direct protection (which = no successive 
protection for persons claiming through the purchaser). 

 
g. (3)(iv): “immediately registrable” 

i. Stamp duty paid: s 301 Duties Act 1997; Taleb v NAB 
ii. No formal defects: i.e. not void Jonray; RG may register notwithstanding certain errors e.g. wrong 

colour ink or some patent errors s 39(2), (3) 
iii. Not if caveat recorded before stamping: Dealing will not be immediately registrable if blocked by 

a caveat recorded after settlement, but before stamping. Taleb v NAB 
iv. Dealing must be taken from the registered proprietor (RP): in that, it must not require another 

dealing to be registered first. IAC v Courtney 
1. If not satisfied, look to (4) regarding the “successive effect”. 

 
 

h. Requirement (4): can the interest benefit from the successive effect of s 43A? 
i. Application: when A (RP agrees to sell to B, and then B agrees to on-sell or mortgage to X/Y. 
ii. Principle: Wilkes v Spooner principle applies to operation of s 43A: Barlin; Jonray 

1. Protection against earlier equitable interest afforded to a BFPVWN extends also to persons 
claiming through the purchaser, even when those persons take: 

a. with notice of prior equitable interests; or 
b. are mere volunteers. 

iii. Ensure to establish that a direct effect of s 43A: an interest-holder cannot be shielded by the 
“successive” effect of s 43A unless the person through which he/she is claiming through is protected 
by the “direct” effect. 
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i. Consider the following examples/fact scenarios: 
 

Example 1: 
In a priority contest between X and B: B may claim s 43A 
protection if BFPVWN and dealing registrable (CT + dealing in 
registrable form).  
 
In a priority contest between X and C:  

• C may claim s 43A if BFPVWN, dealing registrable and 
there is a “transfer by direction” from A à C (settlement 
between A and C, no intermediate transfer between A à 
B). Jonray 

• C may claim successive protection if B has direct 
protection of s 43A. 

 

 
Example 2: on settlement A gives B: discharge of mortgage from 
M to A, transfer from A to B free of mortgage and CT. 
 
In a priority contest between B and X: B can claim direct protection 
of s 43A if BFPVWN, and above documents enough to make 
“dealing registrable” (assuming no defect in discharge from M to 
A). Weller; Barlin 
 
 
Where there is an assumed or actual defect in the discharge of 
mortgage, in a priority contest between Y and M (or N – granted 
interest through M): It is assumed the dealing is not “immediately 
registrable”. Jonray; Diemasters.   

 
 

Example 3: on settlement A gives B: discharge of mortgage from 
M to A, transfer from A to B free of mortgage and CT. 
There is an assumed or actual defect in the discharge of 
mortgage. 
 
In a priority contest between B and M (or N, granted interest 
through M):  

• it is assumed the dealing is not “immediately registrable”. 
• A (RP) can claim direct protection from s 43A, if A had 

no notice of any equity or equitable interest of M/N 
arising out of the discharge of mortgage (e.g. no notice 
of defect). 

• B can then claim successive protection from s 43A 
against M and N, even if B has notice. Jonray; 
Diemasters 
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2.4 Registered v unregistered 

2.4.1 General 
1. Preliminary point: generally, unregistered interests are extinguished by later registered interests unless protected by 

caveat or preserved as an exception to indefeasibility. Leros Pty Ltd v Terara Pty Ltd (1992) 
 

2. Characterise the interests: 
a. Is the interest registered? Consider the relevant section: 

i. 41: dealing pass no interest, unless registered [but unregistered interests exist] Chan v Cresdon. 
ii. 42: registration confers indefeasible title, subject to fraud and other exceptions. 

2.4.2 Indefeasibility 
3. Indefeasibility: 

a. Rule: Registration of an interest confers immediate indefeasibility. Frazer v Walker; Breskvar v Wall; s 42 
RPA 

i. Immediate indefeasibility: in the below scenario, Y would get immediately good title. 

 
ii. Deferred indefeasibility: not the current state of law; would require Y to have dealt with the RP to 

acquire good title, as title is derived from the previous RP. 
 

b. Definition of indefeasibility: when one is on the register, one’s title is immune from attack by adverse 

claims except where an exception applies (e.g. fraud). Frazer v Walker 
 

c. Other attributes:  
i. Indefeasibility attaches to void instruments: forged instrument was registered, and so long as the 

new registered proprietor is not guilty of fraud, he acquires an indefeasible title over the former 
registered proprietor. Frazer v Walker; Breskvar v Wall 

ii. Indefeasibility does not attach to the whole of the document: is a matter of construction. 
1. Does the term of the instrument delimit or qualify the estate/interest or otherwise assure 

that estate/interest to the RP? PT v Maradona 
 

d. Relevant provisions of the RPA: 
i. 41 – Title by registration: no dealing of Torrens land passes any interest, but upon registration, the 

estate or interest passes. 
ii. 42(1) – Indefeasibility: the RP has indefeasible title i.e. takes ‘absolutely free from all other estates 

or interests not so recorded, except (amongst other exceptions): 
1. In the case of fraud; 
2. prior recorded folio (a) 
3. omission or misdescription of an easement (a1) 
4. omission or misdescription of a profit à prendre (b) 
5. wrong descriptions of parcels or boundaries (c) 
6. short-term leases of what the RP had notice (d) 

iii. 43 – Notice does not necessarily defeat one’s interest:  
1. Even if the RP has actual or constructive notice of an unregistered interest or trust, the 

RP’s registered interest will still prevail, so long as there is no fraud.  
2. Knowledge of any such trust or unregistered interest does not, in itself, constitute fraud. 
3. Volunteers also benefit from indefeasibility. S 43(2) 

iv. 45(1) – Protection: protects purchaser or mortgagee for value from being deprived of their 
registered interest (except as expressly provided for by the Act). 

v. 45(2) – Protection: prohibition of the recovery of land from a register proprietor or mortgagee for 

value merely because their vendor or mortgagor: 
1. may have been registered through fraud or error; or 
2. may have procured the registration of the relevant transfer or mortgage through fraud or 

error; or 
3. may have derived the right to registration through a person who was registered through 

fraud or error. 
  


